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The Nishnaabemwin Restructuring Controversy: New Empirical Evidence

1 Introduction

The deletion of unstressed vowels from iterative feet, or rhythmic syncope, has

attracted interest in phonological theory because serial theories of phonology can

generate it, while parallel theories cannot (see McCarthy 2008 and Bowers and

Hao 2018; see Kager 1997 and Blumenfeld 2006 for attempted parallelist solu-

tions). A more fundamental question is whether language learners acquire rhyth-

mic syncope. This paper details the recent development of Nishnaabemwin (a

collective name for the Odawa and Eastern Ojibwe dialects of Ojibwe, Algo-

nquian, United States and Canada), where phonetic unstressed vowel reduction

came to the cusp of phonological rhythmic syncope (Bloomfield 1957). That

is, the word for ‘shoe’, which was historically [(m2ḱI)(źIn)], came to be pro-

nounced as (m@ḱI)(źIn)], while the possessed form [(nI-m2́)(kIźIn)] ‘my shoe’ was

pronounced [(n@-m2́)(k@źIn)]. Nishnaabemwin reportedly underwent a dramatic

restructuring instead of maintaining the incipient rhythmic deletion alternations

(Piggott 1980 [1974], Kaye 1974, Rhodes 1975; 1976; 1985a; 1985b). The aban-

donment of the vowel-zero alternations may be evidence that learners have diffi-

culty with rhythmic syncope.

Unfortunately, strong conclusions cannot be drawn from the existing literature,

as the descriptive facts are somewhat incomplete. Early work strongly suggests

that the restructuring was initiated by the first cohort that was exposed to incipi-

ent deletion, and that all members of that cohort adopted the restructuring (Piggot

1980[1974], Rhodes 1975; 1985a; 1985b). If true, rhythmic deletion may pose

enough of a challenge to learners that they simply reject it. However, the origi-

nal reports do not conclusively demonstrate cohort-wide restructuring, and later

authors have suggested that the restructuring was neither immediate, nor cohort-

wide (Valentine 1994; 2001). Furthermore, attrition is a potential competing ex-

planation for the change, rather than an inherent difficulty with rhythmic deletion

(Valentine 1994; 2001).

We seek to resolve these uncertainties with three surveys of the first cohort of

speakers born during the original incipient deletion period. The first two surveys

confirm the original restructuring reports: no speakers prefer the rhythmic syn-

cope patterns. The third survey shows that the participants have accurate knowl-

edge of the original alternating paradigms, which suggests that the restructuring

was not due to attrition.
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In the following sections, we situate the restructuring in the context of the

initial rhythmic near-syncope system and highlight areas of uncertainty in the de-

scriptive literature (section 2). In section 3 we introduce the methodology used in

the surveys reported here. Section 4 discusses the first survey, which shows that

innovative prefixes like nd2- or ndo:- have proliferated far beyond their historical

distribution. Section 5 discusses the second survey, which affirms that innovative

prefixation with non-alternating paradigms are now preferred. Section 6 discusses

the third survey, which shows that the participants can distinguish between conser-

vative forms and non-existent foils; in other words, the restructuring cohort prefers

innovative patterns despite having accurate knowledge of the conservative pattern.

Section 7 moves beyond the set of surface forms in Nishnaabemwin and argues

that the grammar of modern Nishnaabemwin does not recapitulate the historical

rhythmic syncope process. Section 8 concludes by considering the ramifications

of the observed instability for phonological theory.

2 Background

This section provides background on the rejected historical pattern, and also out-

lines gaps in our understanding of the innovative variety. Specifically, section

2.1 illustrates the original severe reduction system, section 2.2 outlines the mod-

ern variety of Nishnaabemwin, section 2.3 establishes that the modern variety is

the immediate successor to the original severe reduction system, and section 2.5

outlines gaps in our understanding of the modern system.

2.1 1930’s Nishnaabemwin

This section illustrates key aspects of Nishnaabemwin as it was spoken in the

late 1930’s. Crucially, adult speakers in the 1930’s represented unstressed vowels

phonologically, but reduced them phonetically. Furthermore, though the severe

reduction was not quite total deletion, it was liable to be perceived as such, and

the subsequent generation evidently did perceive reduction as deletion.

The precursor to rhythmic syncope, the severe phonetic reduction of unstressed

vowels, was first documented in Nishnaabemwin by Bloomfield in the late 1930’s.

Bloomfield reported that “the vowels of [. . . ] odd-numbered” light syllables were

reduced, where the count goes from left to right, restarts after long vowels, and

ignores the final syllable (Bloomfield 1957:5). The alternating reduction matches

the uncontroversial iambic stress pattern common in Ojibwe dialects (Valentine
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1994), which places odd-numbered light syllables in the weak branch of the foot.

Specifically, the typical Ojibwe dialect has iteratively assigned left-aligned iambs,

with otherwise unparseable final syllables placed in a degenerate foot. While syl-

lables with long vowels are always heavy, closed syllables are not. With reduction

grafted to this stress pattern, a word like the name for the language, which had

been [(2ńI)(SIná:)(bÉ:)(mUwÍn)], was now pronounced as [(@ńI)(S@na:)(bÉ:)(m@wÍn)].

Importantly, person prefixes were part of the domain for footing. This gave

rise to paradigmatic alternations, which provided evidence of an active reduction-

cum-deletion process, as shown in (1). Note that phonological mappings are pre-

sented in rule-based derivations because they are a compact and comprehensible

way to illustrate phonological mappings, not because derivations are assumed to

be theoretically desirable (see Bowers and Hao 2018 for an illustration of how

alternating vowel deletion can be directly transduced). To clarify which stage of

Nishnaabemwin is under discussion, examples are labeled with the stage of Nish-

naabemwin they represent.1

(1) ‘If he kicks him’ ‘I kick him’ 1930’s

/d2NgISk2w-a:-d/ /nI-d2NgISk2w-a:/ UR

(d2NǵIS)(k2wá:d) (nId2́N)(gISk2́)(wá:) Stress

(d@NǵIS)(k@wá:d) (n@d2́N)(g@Sk2́)(wá:) Reduction

(d@NǵIS)(k@wá:t) — Other rules

[d@NǵISk@wá:t] [n@d2́Ng@Sk2́wá:] SR

Such alternations were quite well attested in the lexicon, with approximately

40% of the words listed in Rhodes (1985a) beginning historically with a light

syllable, and approximately 25% of the words beginning with more than one

light syllable. Similar figures obtain for more recent dictionaries of Nishnaabe-

mwin (Corbiere and Valentine 2016) and dictionaries of non-syncopated dialects

of Ojibwe (Nichols and Nyholm 1995, Nichols 2015).

1Transcriptions in this paper are an IPA transliteration of the orthography used in Rhodes

(1985a, see also Valentine 2001:34-49). The orthography accurately represents the phonemes

of Nishnaabemwin, but is fairly conservative, reflecting vowel deletion but not subsequent adjust-

ments to the resulting consonant clusters. We use this broad phonemic representation, rather than

narrowly transcribing modern surface forms, in order to maximize the comparability of the modern

forms to the transitional 1930’s forms. Stress is marked for transcriptions of 1930’s forms, but not

for subsequent reanalyses or restructured forms, since with the loss of unstressed syllables, there is

no prominence contrast between unstressed and secondarily stressed syllables. See Bloch (1938),

Rhodes (1985b:468-469), Rhodes and Welcher (1996), and Valentine (2001:ch 2) for information

on narrow transcriptions of both modern and 1930’s Nishnaabemwin.
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2.1.1 Hiatus Resolution

We digress briefly to preview another process that will figure prominently in the

reanalyses discussed in section 2.2. Like all Ojibwe dialects and many Algonquian

languages, 1930’s Nishnaabemwin had a vowel hiatus resolution process that in-

serted [d] between V-V sequences that spanned the prefix-stem boundary. Hiatus

resolution was a well-established phonological process in Nishnaabemwin prior

to the development of reduction, supporting an early placement in the derivation

in (2).

(2) ‘My sacred story’ 1930’s

/nI-a:dIso:ka:n/ UR

nI[d]a:dIso:ka:n Hiatus Resolution

(nIdá:)(dIsó:)(ká:n) Stress

(n@dá:)(d@só:)(ká:n) Reduction

[n@dá:d@só:ká:n] SR

2.1.2 Severe Reduction in 1930’s was at Cusp of Phonological Deletion

Although the alternating stress pattern forms an uncontroversial part of the 1930’s

phonology, reduction was a gradient phonetic process when Bloomfield encoun-

tered it. According to Bloomfield (1957:5) reduced vowels were primarily “rapidly

spoken and often whispered or entirely omitted”. However, the reduced vowels

also optionally had “more distinct forms” (ibid) that reflected their underlying

quality, as seen in the contrast between /I-nIn
>
dZ/ → [(IńIn

>
tS)] ‘someone’s hand’

and /U-nIn
>
dZ/ → [(UńIn

>
tS)] ‘his hand’ (ibid:6). Bloomfield further reports that all

of the reported phonetic variants could occur “even in utterances of one and the

same form” (ibid). This gradience was corroborated by Bernard Bloch’s parallel

transcriptions of Bloomfield’s elicitation sessions (Bloch 1938).

Following Bloomfield’s description, the reduced vowels were not yet phono-

logically deleted. If they were truly deleted, the underlying quality of the reduced

vowels could never surface in forms like [(IńIn
>
tS)] ‘his hand’, as that information

would be absent from the phonetic representation. The most appropriate analy-

sis of the 1930’s reduction is that it was phonetic underarticulation of unstressed

vowels, which usually tended towards a null value.

While it is not currently known when first language learners classify severely

reduced segments as categorically deleted, presumably there is some point where

such a decision is taken. Note that the assumption of a categorical threshold is
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standardly made to explain the phonologization of categorical processes from gra-

dient phonetics (Bermúdez-Otero 2007; 2014). Importantly, the threshold could

be either an absolute value (e.g. a segment is absent if the adjacent segments are

separated by no more than a particular number of milliseconds some percentage

of the time) or could be relative to language-particular values (e.g. a vowel is

absent if the adjacent consonants are separated by no more than 25% of the mean

duration of a short vowel), but the phonological grammar is presumably formed

on the basis of categoricized data (see Ohala 1989; 1992; 1993). That is, whether

the ambient data instantiates deletion or reduction is not a free parameter that lan-

guage learning may manipulate; learners must build a phonological grammar off

of their perceived phonetic data, and they may not second-guess their perception.

Following Bloomfield’s description, it is clear that 1930’s Nishnaabemwin at

least approached the threshold for reinterpretation as deletion. Section 2.3 will

review evidence that it had crossed the threshold.

2.1.3 Extrapolated Phonologization

The default expectation when a phonetic pattern becomes extreme is that the suc-

ceeding stage of the language will feature a categorical phonological version of the

gradient phonetics. If severe reduction were phonologized as rhythmic deletion,

the following generation would be expected to productively maintain a categorical

version of the alternations illustrated in (1). This categorical derivation is shown

in (3).

(3) ‘If he kicks him’ ‘I kick him’ 1930’s (phonologized)

/d2NgISk2w-a:-d/ /nI-d2NgISk2w-a:/ UR

(d2NǵIS)(k2wá:d) (nId2́N)(gISk2́)(wá:) Stress

(d NǵIS)(k wá:d) (n d2́N)(g Sk2́)(wá:) Syncope

(d NǵIS)(k wá:t) — Other rules

[dNǵISkwá:t] [nd2́NgSk2́wá:] SR

However, if learners have difficulty with rhythmic syncope, veridical phonolo-

gization might never occur.

2.2 Modern Nishnaabemwin (Post-1930’s)

Reports written after Bloomfield (1957) indicate that Nishnaabemwin had sub-

stantially changed. Rhodes (1985b:467) reports the rise of an “innovative” dialect

that utilizes new prefixes and that has leveled out the alternations from 1930’s
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Nishnaabemwin (see also Kaye 1974, Rhodes 1975, Piggott 1980 [1974], dis-

cussed in section 2.3). Recall from (1) that ‘kick someone’ alternated between

[d NgISk w-a:-t] ‘if he kicks him’ and [n d2Ng Sk2w-a:] ‘I kick him’. In the in-

novative dialect, ‘I kick him’ is [ndo:-dNgISkw-a:], which has a novel prefix and

vocalism for a prefixed form. Strikingly, with the innovation of [ndo:-dNgISkw-a:]

‘I kick him’, the paradigm has lost the classic rhythmic syncope alternations, since

‘if he kicks him’ is still [dNgISkw-a:-t]. This combination of leveled paradigms

with innovative prefixes is the “regular” inflectional pattern in the innovative di-

alect (Rhodes 1985b:466), as is robustly reflected in the dictionary published in

the same year (Rhodes 1985a), a sampling of which is reproduced in (4).2

(4) ‘If he . . . ’ (both) ‘I . . . ’ (new) ‘I . . . ’ (1930’s)

nsIdpw-a:-t ndo:-nsIdpw-a: n-nIsdUpw-a: notice his taste

dgUNgE:-t ndo:-dgUNgE: n-d2gnIgE: mix things

bzUgE:SIN ndo:-bzUgE:SIn n-bIzgE:SIn stumble

zn2gto:-t ndo:-zn2gto: n-z2NgIto: struggle

gtIgmINgIbn-a:-t ndo:-gtIgmINgIbn-a: n-gUtgUmn2gbIn-a: roll him

The innovative prefixation strategy is slightly more complicated, as three pre-

fix allomorphs have emerged (all three prefix allomorphs are legal on the words

in (4), but only one is shown for brevity). In addition to ndo:-, first person may

also be realized as ndI- or nd2-. According to Rhodes (1985b:467), ndo:- and

nd2- predominate in Odawa communities, while ndI- is favored in Eastern Ojibwe

communities.

The adoption of a consistent vocalism in place of the 1930’s alternations devi-

ates from the extrapolated phonologization sketched in section 2.1.3. The origin

of the consistent vocalism does not warrant further mention here, as it can be

straightforwardly traced from the unprefixed allomorph used in the 1930’s (see

Bowers 2015). In contrast, at first blush the innovative prefixes seem to have no

precedent from the 1930’s, since the syncopated realization for the prefix nI- is

simply n-. The following section discusses the likely origin of the modern Nish-

naabemwin prefix system.

2There is a further set of alternations, not discussed here, whose restructuring would also be

fruitful to investigate. Namely, complementation can be realized by an ablaut process that targets

the first vowel of the word (‘initial change’ in Algonquianist terminology, see Valentine 2001:155).

The deletion of alternating short vowels removed the un-ablauted vowel from isolation forms,

so those forms were no longer informative for which ablaut pattern to deploy. Rhodes (1996:4)

observes that the ablaut pattern became dispreferred relative to a prefixation strategy. However, the

ablaut pattern resisted change in relative clauses (‘participle’ forms in Algonquianist terminology).
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2.2.1 Prefix Allomorph Origins

The innovative prefix allomorphs were not created out of whole cloth, but most

likely arose via reanalysis of words that historically began with short vowels, so

that the former stem-initial material was parsed into the prefix. Example (5) shows

a 1930’s Nishnaabemwin derivation that motivated nd2- (recall from section 2.1.1

that [d] was inserted to break vowel hiatus across the prefix-stem boundary).

(5) ‘I hang’ ‘If he hangs’ 1930’s

/nI-2go:
>
dZIn/ /2go:

>
dZIn-g/ UR

nI[d]2go:
>
dZIn — Hiatus Resolution

(nId2́)(gó:)(
>
dŹIn) (2gó:)(

>
dŹIng) Stress

(n@d2́)(gó:)(
>
dŹIn) (@gó:)(

>
dŹIng) Reduction

— (@gó:)(
>
dŹIN) Other rules

[n@d2́gó:
>
dŹIn] [@gó:

>
dŹIN] SR

Because the stress algorithm “restarted” the iambic stress pattern after a long

vowel, the person prefix only affected the footing of the stem-initial vowel in

/2go:
>
dZIn/. This means that when the form had no person prefix, the stem-initial

vowel was unstressed and severely reduced, producing @gó:
>
dŹIN ‘if he hangs’.

When a person prefix was attached, the stem initial vowel was stressed, as in

n@-d2́go:
>
dŹIn.

From the perspective of a language learner, the segmentation of n- given the

unsegmented forms nd2go:
>
dZIn ‘I hang’ and go:

>
dZIN ‘if he hangs’ could leave [d2]

with no morphemic parse. In contrast, a historically incorrect parse of the prefix

as nd2- leaves no unexplained material, as schematized in (6).

(6) go:
>
dZIN ‘If he hangs’

nd2 go:
>
dZIn ‘I hang’

With this segmentation, the formerly stem-initial vowel has become part of the

prefix, and the stem is now consonant-initial.

This process can be repeated for stems that began with other short vowels. The

derivations of the 1930’s Nishnaabemwin stem /Ina:b2
>
dZIto:/ ‘use something so’

in (7) demonstrate how ndI- arose from forms like @ná:b@ >
dŹItó:-t ‘if he uses it so’

and n@-d́Iná:b@ >
dŹItó:-n ‘I use it so’.
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(7) ‘I use it so’ ‘If he uses it so’ 1930’s

/nI-Ina:b2
>
dZIto:-n/ /Ina:b2

>
dZIto:-d/ UR

nI[d]Ina:b2
>
dZIto:n — Hiatus Resolution

(nId́I)(ná:)(b2
>
dŹI)(tó:n) (Iná:)(b2

>
dŹI)(tó:d) Stress

(n@d́I)(ná:)(b@ >
dŹI)(tó:n) (@ná:)(b@ >

dŹI)(tó:d) Reduction

— (@ná:)(b@ >
dŹI)(tó:t) Other rules

[n@d́Iná:b@ >
dŹItó:n] [@ná:b@ >

dŹItó:t] SR

Aligning the words provides the first person prefix ndI-.

(8) na:b
>
dZIto:-t ‘If he uses it so’

ndI na:b
>
dZIto:-n ‘I use it so’

Words like 1930’s Nishnaabemwin /U
>
dZE:pIzI/ ‘be lively’ were the source for

ndo:-. Consider first the 1930’s Nishnaabemwin derivations in (9). Note that in a

quirk common in Algonquian languages, [U] lengthened after a prefix.

(9) ‘I am lively’ ‘If he is lively’ 1930’s

/nI-U
>
dZE:pIzI/ /U

>
dZE:pIzI-d/ UR

nIo:
>
dZE:pIzI — [U] Lengthening

nI[d]o:
>
dZE:pIzI — Hiatus Resolution

nIdo:
>
dZE:pIz — Apocope

(nIdó:)(
>
dZé:)(ṕIz) (U

>
dZé:)(pIźId) Stress

(n@dó:)(
>
dZé:)(ṕIz) (@ >

dZé:)(p@źId) Reduction

(n@dó:)(
>
dZé:)(ṕIs) (@ >

dZé:)(p@źIt) Other rules

[n@dó:
>
dZé:ṕIs] [@ >

dZé:p@źIt] SR

Alignment of the two surface forms provides a plausible source for a first

person prefix ndo:- and a stem
>
dZE:pIzI ‘be lively’.

(10)
>
dZE:pzI-t ‘If he is lively’

ndo:
>
dZE:pIs ‘I am lively’

Note that while the recutting analysis evidently was adopted, it is obviously

not the only imaginable analysis. Given a rhythmic syncope grammar, the pres-

ence or absence of [2] between [nd2go:
>
dZIn] ‘I hang’ and [go:

>
dZIN] ‘if he hangs’ is

explainable as the result of the serial interaction of stress and syncope. Moreover,
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the limitation of this [2]-∅ alternation to particular lexical items is usually taken

to be evidence that the [2] is part of the lexical representation of the stem, not the

prefix. The prefix inventory would then consist of n- and nd- (see immediately

below), with the former occurring before consonant-initial stems, and the latter

occurring before vowel-initial stems.

Learners had strong evidence for simpler prefixes as well. Far and away the

most frequent prefix allomorph n- was segmentable off of CVV-initial words like

/ga:sk2nUzU/ ‘whisper’, whose derivations appear in (11).

(11) ‘I whisper’ ‘If he whispers’ 1930’s

/nI-ga:sk2nUzU/ /ga:sk2nUzU-d/ UR

nI-ga:sk2nUz — Apocope

(nIgá:s)(k2nÚz) (gá:s)(k2nÚ)(zÚd) Stress

(n@gá:s)(k@nÚz) (gá:s)(k@nÚ)(zÚd) Reduction

(n@gá:s)(k@nÚs) (gá:s)(k@nÚ)(zÚt) Other rules

[n@gá:sk@nÚs] [gá:sk@nÚzÚt] SR

Aligning [nga:sknUs] ‘I whisper’ and [ga:sknUzUt] ‘If he whispers’ allows the

segmentation of n-.

(12) ga:sknUzU-t ‘If he whispers’

n ga:sknUs ‘I whisper’

Finally, the allomorph nd- could be segmented from 1930’s Nishnaabemwin

words that began with long vowels, like n@d-á:dá:g@né:ŚIn ‘I am snow-bound’.

(13) ‘I am snow-bound’ ‘If he is snow-bound’ 1930’s

/nI-a:da:gUnE:SIn/ /a:da:gUnE:SIn-g/ UR

nI[d]a:da:gUnE:SIn — Hiatus Resolution

(nIdá:)(dá:)(gUné:)( ŚIn) (á:)(dá:)(gUné:)( ŚIng) Stress

(n@dá:)(dá:)(g@né:)( ŚIn) (á:)(dá:)(g@né:)( ŚIng) Reduction

— (á:)(dá:)(g@né:)( ŚIN) Other rules

[n@dá:dá:g@né:ŚIn] [á:dá:g@né:ŚIN] SR

In (14) the segmentation producing nd- is illustrated.

(14) a:da:gnE:SIN ‘If he is snow-bound’

nd a:da:gnE:SIn ‘I am snow-bound’

9



Summing up, learners evidently took 1930’s Nishnaabemwin surface forms as

supporting five prefix allomorphs for first person. Of these five, nd2- and ndo:-

emerged as practical default forms in Odawa communities.3

Setting aside further discussion until section 7, modern Nishnaabemwin has

a straightforward description: prefixes ndo:-, nd2-, ndI-, n-, and nd- compete to

be attached to stems. Given the interchangeability reported by Rhodes (1985a;

1985b), some of the competition must be decided probabilistically, with nd2- and

ndo:- being the most likely allomorphs to be deployed in Odawa communities.

Some categorical effects clearly also hold, since, for instance, *nd-ga:sknUz is

unreported. This is straightforwardly explained, since the word-initial clusters in

such forms were unattested in 1930’s Nishnaabemwin, and thus could be expected

to be ruled out by undominated phonotactic constraints.

2.3 Restructuring Coincided with Deletion Interpretation

Thus far, we have seen that adult speakers of Nishnaabemwin in the 1930’s had

extreme phonetic reduction of unstressed vowels (section 2.1), that reduction was

reinterpretable as deletion (section 2.1.2), and that Nishnaabemwin now contains

innovative prefixes and leveled paradigms (section 2.2). This section reviews ev-

idence that restructuring was initiated at the same time that severe reduction was

documented, and that restructuring went hand in hand with the reinterpretation

of reduction as deletion. Section 2.3.1 discusses evidence that restructuring may

have begun slightly before the reinterpretation of reduction as deletion, while sec-

tion 2.4 discusses claims that restructuring may not have been adopted by all mem-

bers of the cohort.

The first reports after Bloomfield (1957) contain terse indications that a major

change was underway in Nishnaabemwin. A remarkably precise date for the ini-

tiation of restructuring can be inferred from Piggott (1980 [1974]:2), who writes

that “the elaborate inflectional system of Ojibwa [Nishnaabemwin] which is well

attested in the grammar of older speakers has undergone (or, rather, is undergoing)

considerable modification in the grammar of speakers who are in the mid-thirties

and under”. The changes Piggott mentioned most likely include the prefix reanal-

ysis and stem leveling discussed above (Glyne Piggott p.c.). This is buttressed

by the fact that Rhodes (1985b) and Valentine (1994; 2001) exclusively discuss

3Second person prefixes regularized in the same way, producing gd2-, gdo:-, gdI-, g-, and gd-.

For third person, 1930’s Nishnaabemwin U- left behind d2-, do:-, and dI-, which mark third person

noun possession in modern Nishnaabemwin. Third person inflection on verbs is typically not

signaled with a prefix in modern Nishnaabemwin.
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the novel prefixation system plus leveling as the key morphological innovation in

Nishnaabemwin.

The age of the leading edge of the cohort suggests that the 1930’s Nishnaabe-

mwin pattern began to be abandoned in the late 1930’s. Piggott’s (1980 [1974])

description describes field data from 1968-1974. Importantly, the speakers who

were in their mid-thirties and younger between 1968 and 1974 were children dur-

ing the period of extreme reduction documented by Bloomfield in 1938.

Where Piggott (1980 [1974]) suggests a concrete date for the initiation of

restructuring, Rhodes (1975; 1985b inter alia) affirms that the prior generation

had severe reduction, and that the restructuring cohort reinterpreted it as deletion.

Rhodes (1975:130) notes that for older speakers, “deletion seems to be a [. . . ] ca-

sual speech phenomenon”, which echoes Bloomfield’s description of a low level

reduction process. Rhodes further reports that older speakers had an intuitive

awareness of absent vowels, stating that “the vowels can be easily resupplied (with

only some ambiguity of quality)” (ibid). This contrasts with younger speakers, for

whom absent vowels are “totally abstract”, since “they cannot resupply the [miss-

ing, DAB] vowels except by reference to appropriate allomorphs” (ibid). Such

distinct types of awareness should match distinct linguistic characterizations, like

the difference between a gradient phonetic process and a categorical one.

Somewhat later, Rhodes (1985b:464-466) provides concrete evidence that miss-

ing vowels are truly absent for younger speakers. Recall from section 2.1.2 that

in 1930’s Nishnaabemwin severely reduced vowels could still surface as short vo-

coids. In modern Nishnaabemwin, short vocoid segments do not correspond to

the reduced vowels described by Bloomfield. That is, both modern [nUwE:] ‘he

speaks’ and modern [a:nUwI] ‘despite’ have the same vocoid, but the vocoid is in-

novative in [nUwE:] ‘he speaks’ (cf. Western Ojibwe [InwE:] ‘he speaks’, Nichols

2015), while the vocoid corresponds to a historical vowel in [a:nUwI] ‘despite’ (cf.

Western Ojibwe [a:n2wI] ‘despite’, Nichols 2015).

Rhodes further shows that the presence and quality of excrescent vocoids can

be predicted by the identity of flanking consonants. This is standardly interpreted

as evidence that the vocoids are the result of phonetic interpolation between C-C

transitions. Interpolation between consonants presupposes that the consonants are

adjacent prior to phonetic implementation, even if they historically were separated

by a vowel. The neutralization of the distinction between originally adjacent con-

sonants and formerly separated consonants provides further evidence that in mod-

ern Nishnaabemwin, etymological vowels have been categorically removed. On

a similar note, Rhodes (1985b:468-469) and Valentine (2001:73-89) enumerate

several neutralizations in consonant clusters that are derived by reduction-cum-
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syncope, which presupposes that formerly separated consonants are now adjacent

phonologically. Importantly, these data only diagnose categorical absence, but

leave unresolved the key question of whether the absent vowels are removed by

synchronic rhythmic syncope, or whether they were lost outright from underlying

representations (see section 7).

Hence, the contemporary reports suggest that the recent development of Nish-

naabemwin is divided into two stages: a severe reduction stage in the 1930’s, and

a subsequent restructured stage. Furthermore, the onset of restructuring coincided

with the interpretation of reduction as deletion.

2.3.1 Possible Early Restructuring

Bloomfield (1957:5, 24) occasionally records some forms that presage the immi-

nent restructuring, as in ndo:-bg2kta:n ‘I hear it distinctly’, where n-b2gkIta:n is

the expected conservative form (Rhodes 1985b:467). These forms suggest several

possibilities, including that Bloomfield’s consultant was updating his grammar on

the basis of a re-analysis of adult speech (Rhodes 1985b:468), or as a reviewer

suggests, that restructuring had already taken place and that Bloomfield’s report

is in fact an idealized reconstruction, rather than an accurate representation of his

consultant’s speech. While we cannot rule out either of these possibilities, the first

would require a more sophisticated model of grammar construction than we are

inclined to argue for here, while the second alleges that Bloomfield extensively

falsified the data, despite going so far as to explicitly admit to reconstructing only

a handful of forms (Bloomfield 1957:6).4

An alternative is that these prescient restructured forms were borrowed from

Potawatomi, a very closely related language. Potawatomi developed severe re-

duction shortly before Nishnaabemwin, and is in fact widely credited with having

introduced reduction to Nishnaabemwin, as Potawatomi speakers fled the United

States and settled in southern Nishnaabemwin speaking communities (Rhodes

1985a:x, Valentine 1994:151). Importantly, Potawatomi also was already under-

going a similar restructuring to Nishnaabemwin, as ndo:- was becoming a prefix

in its own right (Hockett 1939:28-29, 1948:5).5

4Given Bloomfield’s practice of keeping ‘the reader out of the kitchen’, Bloomfield could have

provided few restructuring examples for brevity. It does not appear that this is the case. Parsing

the roughly 10,000 words recorded by Bloomfield with a finite state parser (Bowers et al 2017)

revealed only three more words formed with the innovative prefixation strategy beyond the three

acknowledged by Bloomfield.
5Lockwood (2017) indicates that the Potawatomi analog of Nishnaabemwin nd2- and ndI-
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Bloomfield’s consultant lived on Walpole Island, a southern community, and

thus would likely have been exposed to a substantial amount of Potawatomi.

Bloomfield may therefore have simply recorded the sporadic use of a prefixa-

tion strategy that had been borrowed. Under this account, Bloomfield’s consultant

reduced, but did not delete, unstressed vowels, while sometimes deploying forms

borrowed from Potawatomi. Regardless of which explanation ultimately proves

correct, the stark difference between the original severe reduction pattern (with at

most a smattering of restructured forms) and the later language (with prolific use

of restructured forms) points to a major reanalysis on the part of learners.

2.4 Possible Heterogeneity in Restructuring Cohort

While the early reports established that restructuring emerged with the reinterpre-

tation of reduction as deletion, later work indicates it may not have been the only

analysis. Valentine (1994:150) stops short of claiming that all younger speak-

ers restructured the phonology, affirming only that restructuring has occurred “at

least for some speakers”. Sometime later, Valentine (2001:65-67) substantiates

the implied restriction by limiting the restructuring to younger and/or less profi-

cient speakers. The limitation to younger speakers is certainly consistent with the

reports from the 1970’s, though the original cohort from the 1970’s would have

been approaching or over 60 years old in 2001, and thus is unlikely to qualify as

young. Note, however, that even if Valentine is referring to a still-younger cohort,

it is unlikely that they would have been much younger than 30 years old, since

intergenerational transmission in even the most robust Nishnaabemwin-speaking

communities ceased in the 1960’s.6

More importantly, Valentine (2001:66-7, citing unpublished pedagogical ma-

terials by Mary Ann Corbiere) indicates that restructuring is limited to less pro-

ficient or even attrited speakers, and that highly proficient speakers continue to

use the conservative 1930’s system. Such highly proficient conservative speak-

ers may even include members of the restructuring cohort (Rand Valentine, p.c.).

However, Valentine (2001:66) acknowledges that there has been no systematic

study of how widespread innovative prefixes and levelled paradigms are in mod-

ern Nishnaabemwin.

eventually won out over ndo:-.
6Though Valentine (2001:68-70) provides a text narrated by a 10-year-old character, the author

was in fact an adult (Rand Valentine, p.c.). The text should not be taken as evidence of the usage

of a speaker born around 1991.
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The current descriptive literature thus does not provide a clear picture of learn-

ers’ response to perceived rhythmic syncope. While the earliest reports sug-

gest a uniform rejection of the rhythmic syncope alternations, sufficiently expert

speakers may prefer the conservative pattern, or perhaps even exclusively use it.

Whichever scenario is actually attested has significant potential implications for

the learnability of rhythmic syncope. If all learners failed to acquire the original

rhythmic syncope pattern, a rhythmic syncope grammar may be highly dispre-

ferred or perhaps even impossible for learners. On the other hand, if at least

some learners succeed in acquiring rhythmic syncope, a rhythmic syncope gram-

mar must be attainable at least some of the time. If those conservative speakers

are generally non-attrited, whether a rhythmic syncope grammar is acquired may

depend on the amount of exposure to the pattern.

Looking forward, the surveys in this study seek to address these questions. The

first two surveys measure speakers’ intuitions regarding prefix choice (innovative

versus conservative) on stems that either did not (survey 1), or did (survey 2) alter-

nate in 1930’s Nishnaabemwin. The key concern is whether some or all speakers

will show a preference for conservative 1930’s patterns, and thus demonstrate that

rhythmic syncope is acquirable. The third survey directly tests the theory that the

restructuring was due to insufficient exposure to 1930’s forms by measuring the

accuracy with which speakers differentiate 1930’s forms from foils. Moreover, the

participant sample deliberately included a range of proficiencies within the target

cohort, so that any effect of proficiency on conservativism could be measured.

2.5 Further Desiderata

The descriptive literature is incomplete in other respects as well. Rhodes (1985b:466)

claims that new prefixes did not spread across the entire lexicon, but that the new

prefixes are limited to “exactly” stems that had vowel-zero alternations after the

first stem consonant in 1930’s Nishnaabemwin. That is, words that had no left-

edge alternations under prefixation in 1930’s Nishnaabemwin, as in [n-ga:sknUs]

‘I whisper’ (unprefixed form: [ga:sknUzU-t] ‘if he whispers’), or words where the

only alternation could be attributed to prefix allomorphy, as in [nd-2go:
>
dZIn] ‘I

hang’ (unprefixed form: [go:
>
dZIn]), reportedly take only etymologically correct

prefixes. In contrast, words that alternated after the first stem consonant under

prefixation, as in [n-mIskwi:wnIkE:] ‘I have a bleeding arm’ (unprefixed form:

[mskwi:wnIkE:] ‘he has a bleeding arm’), do take the innovative prefixation pat-

tern, as in [nd2-mskwi:wnIkE:] ‘I have a bleeding arm’ (Rhodes 1985b:467). This

pattern of prefixation is fairly robust in Rhodes (1985a), where non-alternating
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stems often are not listed with innovative prefixes. However, the force of the

claim that new prefixes are limited to historically alternating stems is vitiated

when Rhodes (1985b:467) mentions that for “these same speakers” who have

innovated modern Nishnaabemwin, novel prefixation has spread to many for-

merly non-alternating words, as seen in modern Nishnaabemwin za:msIni: ‘he

overeats’ and nd2-za:msIni: ‘I overeat’ (1930’s Nishnaabemwin prefixed form

[nd-o:za:msIni:] ‘I overeat’).

Finally, according to the description of the data in his dictionary (Rhodes

1985a:xx), new prefixes may appear on verbs, but not nouns. The validity of

this is unclear, as Valentine (1994:146-147) adduces nouns with innovative pre-

fixes. Furthermore, there were editorial considerations that may have resulted in

the suppression of innovative prefixes on nouns in Rhodes’ dictionary (Richard

Rhodes, p.c.).

In sum, within the broader goal of measuring the degree of innovation after incip-

ient rhythmic deletion, this study seeks to address the following empirical goals:

• Establish whether innovative or conservative prefixation is preferred on his-

torically non-alternating words (survey 1).

• Assess the degree to which speakers prefer innovative prefixation (with con-

comitant leveling) over conservative prefixation on historically alternating

words (survey 2).

• Assess the degree of exposure to 1930’s Nishnaabemwin forms by testing

the ability to differentiate 1930’s Nishnaabemwin forms from foils (survey

3).

• Probe whether proficiency, age, lexical category (noun versus verb), or word

familiarity influence the use of innovative prefixation or conservative pre-

fixation (all surveys).

Foreshadowing the main results, modern Nishnaabemwin was uniformly adopted

by participants of all ages and proficiencies, while innovative prefixation occurred

whether or not stems historically alternated and whether or not stems were nouns

or verbs. Furthermore, in the final survey participants reliably distinguished his-

torical forms from foils. These results suggest that despite substantial exposure

to the historical deletion pattern, the cohort in question uniformly converged on a

changed language.
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3 General Methods

20 native speakers (12 female, 8 male) of Nishnaabemwin between the ages of 61

and 87 (mean: 71.6 years, standard deviation: 7.3 years) participated in the study.

Participants grew up speaking the Odawa variety of Nishnaabemwin on Mani-

toulin Island (15) or Walpole Island (5). The participant pool included several

highly esteemed translators and language instructors, but also included speakers

who were not professionally involved in the language.7

Each participant completed three surveys, though one potential participant

(not included in the results) only completed part of the first survey before with-

drawing. Each survey consisted of at least 30 words, and could include either

nouns or verbs. Words were drawn randomly from Corbiere and Valentine (2016).

Each participant was surveyed using a different set of randomly drawn words in

order to ensure a broad swath of the lexicon was sampled. This broad sample

of the lexicon permits more confident claims about the prevalence of the patterns

across the lexicon than if only a few words were sampled. To allow direct com-

parison of participants to each other, surveys also included a core set of words that

were shown to all participants. In all, 1,441 words were sampled, of which 1,030

were sampled once, 376 were sampled between two and ten times, and 35 were

sampled more than ten times. In total, 969 words were recognized by at least one

participant.

Stimuli were presented using a widely used roman orthography, with instruc-

tions in English. Participants were instructed that their day-to-day speech, as op-

posed to a more formal register, was of interest. Surveys were conducted in the

homes of participants. Participants were given $50 CAD for their time.

In the first survey, participants rated and made forced-choice judgements of

all possible prefix allomorphs on historically non-alternating stems. In the sec-

ond survey, participants made a forced-choice judgement between 1930’s Nish-

naabemwin alternating prefixed forms and modern Nishnaabemwin leveled pre-

fixed forms. In the third survey, participants made a forced-choice judgement

between 1930’s Nishnaabemwin alternating prefixed forms and unattested foils.

The full set of surveys typically took between 90 and 120 minutes to complete.

Well-formedness ratings and forced-choice preferences are, like all method-

ologies, imperfect windows to speakers’ grammars. In a case of language change

7Though Nishnaabemwin is endangered and precise counts of the number of native speakers

are not available, this sample did not contain all or even close to most living speakers of Nish-

naabemwin. As a result, statistical models will be used to quantify the certainty that the results

reflect true characteristics of the general population.
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with multiple competing variants, the chief concern is to demarcate all possibili-

ties. By directly querying the relevant variants, this study addresses the question

head-on, and reduces the chance that a minority variant will not be measured sim-

ply because it is improbable rather than impossible. Of course, suggesting rare

forms can make participants overstate how much they prefer them (see Albright

and Hayes 2003 section 4.3.4). This means that the regularization found in this

study is likely to be even stronger than our current measurements indicate. Col-

lecting a corpus or eliciting speaker productions without suggesting forms would

help provide a fuller picture.

3.1 Speaker Proficiency and Word Familiarity

In this study, it is especially important to assess the effects of speaker proficiency

and word frequency. Speaker proficiency must be tracked so that (a) we can en-

sure that the sample of participants was not mistakenly filled with heavily attrited

individuals, and (b) we can check if proficiency is significantly correlated with

a speakers’ use of conservative forms. Word frequency is a perennial variable

of interest in both synchronic and diachronic studies (see for instance Hay et al

2015, Bybee 2001), and in this study we would expect highly frequent words to

correlate with a higher degree of conservatism. Unfortunately, standardized pro-

ficiency tests and large text databases for calculating frequency do not exist for

Nishnaabemwin. However, the design of the experiment allows vocabulary size

and word familiarity to be estimated. We use these as proxies for proficiency and

frequency.

Word familiarity was calculated by dividing the number of participants who

recognized a word by the total number of participants who were shown that word.

Because words were drawn randomly in order to sample more of the lexicon, an

individual word was typically shown only to at most a handful of participants.

To avoid claiming that a word is universally recognized when it had been shown

to few participants, familiarity estimates were Laplace smoothed with a constant

value of 2. Thus, if a word had only been shown to and recognized by a single

participant, we conservatively estimate that one third of speakers would recog-

nize it, while a word that was shown to and recognized by twenty participants is

estimated to be recognized by 20

20+2
= 91% of speakers.8

8A reviewer helpfully suggests that familiarity scores be log-tranformed in the analyses below.

This results in a slightly worse fit to the data. Untransformed familiarity values will be used

instead.
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To measure speaker proficiency, the percentage of words recognized by each

speaker across all surveys was calculated. On average, speakers recognized 70.8%

of words (standard deviation 13.7%). This rate of vocabulary recognition is com-

parable to that of English-speaking adults (Brysbaert et al 2016).9 Note that partic-

ipant age is not correlated with proficiency (r2 = 0.002), although the correlation

does improve substantially if the two participants over 80 years old are excluded

(r2 = 0.169).

4 Survey 1: Prefix Distribution

This first survey assesses the distribution of prefix allomorphs (see first bullet in

section 2.5). The proliferation of innovative prefix allomorphs, along with the

concomitant leveling of paradigmatic alternations, is a principal aspect of restruc-

turing. This survey looks at historically non-alternating words in order to examine

prefix allomorphs apart from alternations. The prevalence of leveled paradigms in

place of alternations will be assessed in section 5.

The narrow focus on prefix distribution helps illuminate the durability of rhyth-

mic syncope patterns across generations, and by extension, the acquirability of

a rhythmic syncope grammar. Any points of similarity between the stages of

Nishnaabemwin could suggest that modern Nishnaabemwin retains a rhythmic

syncope grammar. Conversely, if modern Nishnaabemwin departs from 1930’s

Nishnaabemwin, it is presumably because language learners disregarded the orig-

inal distribution and overlaid a new pattern over it. Hence, whether restructured

prefixes proliferated or the conservative prefix distribution endures can reveal

whether prefix boundaries were misparsed or if the phonological explanation for

apparent prefix allomorphy was adopted (see section 2.2.1).

The prior descriptive literature inconclusively suggests that historically non-

alternating words retain the conservative 1930’s distribution of prefix allomorphs

(see section 2.5). Consequently, our null hypothesis is that for a historically non-

alternating word, the historical prefix allomorph for the word will be preferred

to the innovative prefix allomorphs (nd2- and ndo:-). The alternative hypothe-

9Because participants were shown different words (due to the random draw), raw recognition

percentage could be an inaccurate measure of proficiency. An alternative measure weights profi-

ciency by the familiarity score of the words that they did and did not recognize. As it turns out,

raw recognition percentage and familiarity-weighted proficiency are very highly correlated in our

data (r2 = 0.912). For ease of interpretation, raw recognition percentage will be used in plots and

models.
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sis is that innovative prefix allomorphs will be preferred to the historical prefix

allomorph.

To test these hypotheses, the survey used the following design. Speakers eval-

uated all possible first person prefix allomorphs on stems that for present pur-

poses were non-alternating in 1930’s Nishnaabemwin, because they contain a

long vowel after the first consonant.10 That is, for a word like ga:sknUzU-t ‘if

he whispers’, speakers evaluated n-ga:sknUs (the historical form), nd2-ga:sknUs,

ndo:-ga:sknUs, and ndI-ga:sknUs as ways to say ‘I whisper’. For words that begin

with a long vowel, the historical nd- allomorph was also evaluated, so that for

a:dSIn ‘be stranded’, participants additionally evaluated nd-a:dSIn ‘I am stranded’.

The nd- allomorph was not presented for the other words in the survey, because

stimuli were constrained to be phonotactically legal, and the concatenation of nd-

to a C-initial word would produce an unattested word-initial [ndC] cluster.

For each word, participants made a forced-choice judgement on which of the

possible prefixed forms they were most likely to say, and rated each prefixed form

on a 7-point Likert scale. If a speaker did not recognize a word, they were not

asked to evaluate prefixed forms of it. The order in which the options were ar-

ranged on the screen varied randomly between trials. Participants evaluated words

from the five classes that produced the distinct prefix allomorphs. Word class var-

ied randomly between trials. The types of forms that participants evaluated are

summarized in (15), where the bolded diagonal marks the historical prefix.

(15) C 2C UC IC VV

n- n-ga:sknUs n-go:
>
dZIn n-

>
dZE:pIs n-na:b

>
dZIto:-n n-a:dSIn

nd2- nd2-ga:sknUs nd2-go:
>
dZIn nd2-

>
dZE:pIs nd2-na:b

>
dZIto:-n nd2-a:dSIn

ndo:- ndo:-ga:sknUs ndo:-go:
>
dZIn ndo:-

>
dZE:pIs ndo:-na:b

>
dZIto:-n ndo:-a:dSIn

ndI- ndI-ga:sknUs ndI-go:
>
dZIn ndI-

>
dZE:pIs ndI-na:b

>
dZIto:-n ndI-a:dSIn

nd- — — — — nd-a:dSIn

‘I whisper’ ‘I hang’ ‘I am smart’ ‘I use it so’ ‘I am stranded’

To allow direct comparison of responses on a set of high-familiarity items, all

speakers were presented with two words in each category that the author consid-

10Strictly speaking, many of the words in the survey did contain stem-internal alternation in

1930’s Nishnaabemwin, but it was attributable to the choice of prefix allomorph. For instance, the

word da:ba:n ‘car’ was historically Uda:ba:n and in 1930’s Nishnaabemwin the prefixed form was

n-[d]o:da:ba:n ‘my car’. Though the 1930’s alternation between da:ba:n ‘car’ and n-[d]o:da:ba:n

‘my car’ strictly speaking involved stem-internal material, because the prefixed form could be

parsed as ndo:-da:ba:n, it counts as a non-alternating word for present purposes (see section 2.2.1).
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ered likely to be known by all participants. All remaining words were randomly

selected. The survey ended once participants evaluated 6 words from each cat-

egory, for a total of 30 evaluated words. Two participants did not complete all

items. In total, 2,426 ratings of individual prefixed forms and 578 forced choice

selections of the best prefixed form of a word were collected.

4.1 Prefix Survey Results

The prefix survey results strongly indicate that nd2- and ndo:- are default allo-

morphs in modern Nishnaabemwin. The results also indicate that historical forms

have not been entirely supplanted by default forms. To see the inter-weaving of

historical attestation with regularization, consider the data in (16), which summa-

rizes the results of the forced-choice component of the survey. Each cell contains

the percentage of times a prefix was selected for a category (column). The bolded

diagonal marks historical prefixes.

(16) C 2C UC IC VV row mean

n- 27 8 15 8 3 12.2

nd2- 33 49 16 29 34 32.2

ndo:- 23 25 53 21 32 30.8

ndI- 17 17 15 42 4 19.0

nd- — — — — 27 27

Recall that Rhodes (1985b) and Valentine (2001) raise the possibility that

speakers are conservative on non-alternating words and will consistently select

the historical prefixed form. The effect of historical attestation can be most clearly

seen by reading across the rows, where each prefix stands the best chance of being

selected on its historical host. That is, the bolded cell is the largest in each row.

Despite this boost, the historical prefixes are not the clear favorites. Within

each class of stem (columns in 16), the bolded historical form is the most com-

monly selected form only for the recut allomorphs (nd2-, ndo:-, ndI-), and only

ndo:- is selected more than 50% of the time. That is, the bolded cell is not cat-

egorically selected; it is in fact rarely the majority of its column, and it does not

even consistently garner a plurality.

Instead of a conservative system, the forced-choice responses point to strong

regularization, as at least one of nd2- or ndo:- is one of the top two prefix allo-

morphs in every column, and in three out of the five stem categories (2C, UC,
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VV), both nd2- and ndo:- are the top two prefix allomorphs. Furthermore, nd2-

and ndo:- together make up 74% to 50% of selected forms in any category.

Recall that Valentine (2001) indicates that more skilled Nishnaabemwin speak-

ers use conservative 1930’s prefixation. The measure of speaker proficiency (per-

centage of items recognized in all surveys) is not correlated with the rate at which

speakers select historical forms (r2 = 0.006), as shown in the left panel of Fig-

ure 1. Perhaps more importantly, speakers generally select historical forms only

around 40% of the time, while only 5 speakers select the historical form 50% or

more of the time, and only one speaker selects historical forms over 75% of the

time. Contrary to prior suggestions, participants uniformly do not employ 1930’s

Nishnaabemwin prefix allomorphy.

This is not to say that more proficient speakers are insensitive to historical

attestation. The rating data (right panel of Figure 1) shows that more profi-

cient speakers give modestly higher ratings to historical forms than less proficient

speakers do.

4.1.1 Statistical Methods and Model Construction Parameters

The surveys in this study are oriented towards confirming whether the target co-

hort prefers conservative forms over innovative forms (surveys 1 and 2) or foil

forms (survey 3), and finding factors that influence this preference. Note that the

models discussed here are not models of phonological competence, as our goal is

to descriptively track the retention of conservative features.

Given the descriptive nature of this study, an appropriate statistical method

is to compare an array of hypotheses and gauge the relative strength of predic-

tors within them (see Symonds and Moussalli 2011 for an accessible introduction

to this approach to statistical modeling). A major difference between this ap-

proach and traditional null hypothesis testing is that it allows comparison of mod-

els whose predictors are not in a superset-subset relation, using Akaike’s Informa-

tion Criterion (AIC, where lower scores reflect better fit). When applicable, we

also carry out null hypothesis tests and report p-values from the anova() function

in R (R Core Team 2016). When ∆AIC scores and p-values diverge in whether a

model is supported, we adopt the recommendation of the p-values.11

11AIC scores and p-values measure different properties, as the AIC weights model complex-

ity against the Kullback-Leibler distance between the model predictions and the observed data,

while p-values state the probability that the observed effect for an included predictor would be

obtained by sampling error. We rely on p-values because of their general familiarity and the more

constrained nature of their comparanda (models where the predictors are in a subset-superset re-
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Figure 1: Plots of prefix survey results. Left panel: speaker-by-speaker plot of

percentage of historical forms selected by proficiency score. Right panel: speaker-

by-speaker plot of rating given to historical forms by proficiency score. Dark dots

indicate speaker means, light dots show raw ratings (jittered).
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Linear mixed effects models were fitted to the rating variable using the lmer()

function from the package lme4 (Bates et al 2015) in R (R Core Team 2016). All

models of the rating data contain random slopes for prefix allomorph by speaker.

Models could also include prefix allomorph, whether an allomorph was histor-

ically attested on the stem in question, and interactions of participant age, par-

ticipant proficiency or word familiarity with historical attestation.12 Including

historical attestation as a predictor reflects the possibility that historical prefix al-

lomorphs will receive higher ratings than innovative allomorphs. The interactions

of historical attestation with age, proficiency and familiarity reflect the possibility

that the historical form may recieve higher ratings on familiar words or from older

or more proficient participants. To avoid scaling problems, speaker proficiency,

speaker age, and word familiarity values were centered and rescaled.

4.1.2 Hypothesis Testing and Model Selection

Models including different configurations of fixed effects were compared using

AIC scores and, for nested models, the likelihood ratio test via the anova() func-

tion in R. A truly null model with no fixed effects and a more plausible null model

that includes historical attestation as a predictor were compared against models

that also include fixed effects for whether the prefix allomorph is nd2- or ndo:-.

Both null hypotheses can be rejected, as including whether the form is prefixed

with nd2- or ndo:- significantly improves fit with respect to the truly null model

(p < 0.001, ∆AIC=11.947) and with respect to the historical model (p < 0.001,

∆AIC=18.137).

The comparisons above merely show that our sample contains enough data

from restructured speakers that modern default allomorphs are significantly corre-

lated with ratings. As discussed in section 2.4, a more nuanced perspective might

expect historical forms to receive improved ratings on widely familiar words, or

from highly proficient or older speakers. Models with all combinations of these

factors were fitted to the rating data. The best model according to AIC includes

prefix allomorph, historical attestation, and its interaction with word familiar-

ity and participant proficiency. The best model outperforms competing models

that include only historical attestation (p < 0.001, ∆AIC=35.4), only prefix al-

lomorph (p < 0.001, ∆AIC=80.2), the interaction between historical attestation

lation). In practice, this means that models may be supported if they do not have a large overall

improvement in fit, but the effects of included predictors are unlikely to be due to sampling error.
12Lexical category was a potential predictor mentioned in section 2.5. Nouns and verbs behaved

identically, and will not be further discussed.
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and speaker proficiency (p < 0.001, ∆AIC=23.1), or the interaction between his-

torical attestation and word familiarity (p = 0.012, ∆AIC=-0.3). This supports

the hypothesis that some speakers are more conservative than others, but does not

conclusively rule out the hypothesis that these conservative speakers maintain the

conservative 1930’s pattern over the innovative pattern. We distinguish between

these possibilities in the next section.

4.1.3 Model Criticism

In (17) the fixed effects of the maximal model of the data are shown. Predic-

tors that are not present in the best model are italicized in (17), but are displayed

in order to facilitate comparison between surveys. Examination of the estimates

for the fixed effects emphasizes that innovative prefixation in modern Nishnaabe-

mwin is thoroughly preferred, because effects favoring conservative prefixation

are swamped by effects indicating prefix regularization. Four prefixes are shown

in (17), the fifth, n-, is the reference level included in the intercept.

(17) Estimate Std. Error t value

(Intercept) 4.20441 0.30002 14.014

historical 0.58740 0.09727 6.039

nd- 0.41458 0.38069 1.089

nd2- 1.41182 0.26511 5.325

ndI- 0.39661 0.22952 1.728

ndo:- 1.62259 0.30751 5.277

proficiency(z-scored) 0.36704 0.14480 2.535

familiar(z-scored) -0.25793 0.04588 -5.622

age(z-scored) 0.27938 0.14540 1.921

historical:proficiency 0.18881 0.08867 2.129

historical:familiar 0.40207 0.09592 4.192

historical:age 0.01290 0.08972 0.144

As in the forced choice data, the rating data clearly shows that nd2- and ndo:-

are generally favored, as they are rated 1.4 and 1.6 points higher than the intercept

value (n-). The remaining allomorphs have smaller, non-significant effects (abso-

lute t-values greater than 2 indicate reliable effects). The non-default allomorphs

n-, nd- or ndI- only approximate the high ratings of nd2- or ndo:- if they are the

historical allomorph, the speaker is highly proficient, and the word is widely fa-

miliar.
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To be specific, the model estimates that non-default prefixes on their historical

host words are rated 0.4 to 1.6 points lower than nd2- and ndo:-, all else being

equal. In order to gain even an additional 0.4 points, the effects of proficiency

(β̂ = 0.37) and familiarity (β̂ = −0.26), and their interactions with historical

attestation (β̂ = 0.19 and 0.40, respectively) must be included.13 Only if a word is

one standard deviation more familiar than average and a speaker is one standard

deviation more proficient than average do the interaction terms contribute approx-

imately 0.4 rating points. While highly proficient speakers clearly are more sensi-

tive to historical attestation, they do not routinely prefer historical forms. Rather,

the historical form is at best roughly equally favored to the modern regularized

forms.

4.1.4 Local Discussion

To briefly summarize, the central question is how thoroughly did the restructur-

ing cohort supplant the rhythmic syncope patterns. Previous literature tentatively

suggests that prefix regularization has not applied to non-alternating words, and

that some speakers resisted the change. The results of this survey suggest that

nd2- and ndo:- are dominant for all speakers of modern Nishnaabemwin, even for

words that did not have clear stem-internal alternations in 1930’s Nishnaabemwin.

5 Survey 2: Alternation vs Leveling

The second survey examines innovative prefixation on historically alternating stems

(second bullet point in 2.5), thus complementing the first survey, which examined

only historically non-alternating stems. In a forced-choice task, participants were

asked to choose whether they preferred a leveled prefixed form (ndo:-mkIzIn ‘my

shoe’) or a conservative form (n-m2kzIn ‘my shoe’). Words in this survey his-

torically began with a CVC sequence, and thus had unambiguous stem-internal

alternations in 1930’s Nishnaabemwin.

As before, the null hypothesis in this survey is that modern Nishnaabemwin

maintains the conservative 1930’s distribution if not for all speakers, then at least

13The negative coefficient for word familiarity may be surprising. It is negative because speak-

ers rated ahistorical forms lower on more familiar words. In effect, they made a clearer distinction

between historical forms and ahistorical forms on familiar words. Even after adjusting the pre-

dicted rating downwards for innovative applications of nd2- or ndo:- on widely familiar words,

there is still a large gulf between the predicted values of the non-default allomorphs and the inno-

vative defaults.
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for the highly proficient ones. The alternative hypothesis is that this cohort prefers

innovative prefixation.

Rhodes’ (1985b) report leaves open the possibility that innovative prefixation

applies to all formerly alternating stems at the same rate, without distinguishing

between the number of alternating vowels. The survey tested this possibility by

sorting words according to the number of stem-internal vowel-zero alternations

present in 1930’s Nishnaabemwin, or equivalently, the number of vowel-zero mis-

matches between the innovative prefixed form and the conservative prefixed form.

The lexicon was partitioned by the number of vowel-zero disparities between the

conservative n- form and the innovative ndo:-, with the maximum number of alter-

nating vowels being five. This is schematized in (18) for words with one to three

alternating vowels.

(18) alt. V: 1 2 3

n- n-gInE:bgUw n-bI
>
tSwE:bna:n n-m2znIbi:PgE:

ndo:- ndo:-gnE:bgUw ndo:-b
>
tSIwE:bna:n ndo:-mzInbi:PgE:

‘I become a snake’ ‘I mistakenly discard it’ ‘I draw’

As in the prefix survey, all participants were shown short lists of plausibly

familiar words from each partition. Words were otherwise drawn randomly from

each partition, though the number of draws from each partition was not actively

balanced. The order in which prefixed variants were displayed on the screen varied

randomly between trials.

Additionally, foil trials were randomly interspersed amongst the test trials. In a

foil trial, all of the vowels that uniquely occurred under prefixation were replaced

with a randomly selected short vowel. That is, the [2] of n-m2kzIn uniquely oc-

curs under prefixation, while the [I] also occurs in the unprefixed form, as seen in

mkIzIn. In a foil trial, the [2] could be replaced with either [I] or [U], producing,

for instance, n-mIkzIn in place of n-m2kzIn). These foil trials were included to

check whether participants who selected conservative forms knew the true con-

servative form. Since foil trials did not directly address the central question of the

survey (whether participants prefer innovative or conservative forms), the number

of foil trials was capped at 5 per participant. The survey ended when participants

completed 30 non-foil trials. A total of 581 forced-choice evaluations were col-

lected from 20 participants. The number is less than 600 because one participant

did not complete all trials.
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5.1 Leveling Survey Results

The leveling survey results affirm that historically alternating stems now take the

innovative prefixes, as suggested by Rhodes (1975; 1985a; 1985b) and Piggott

(1980 [1974]). Participants overwhelmingly selected leveled forms (ndo:-mkIzIn

‘my shoe’) over alternating forms (n-m2kzIn ‘my shoe’). Contrary to Valentine

(2001), highly proficient speakers did not reliably select historical forms, as seen

in the top left panel of Figure 2.14 Furthermore, the two speakers who selected

historical forms nearly three-quarters of the time also picked foil items at a com-

parable rate, which suggests that they had adopted a strategy of merely selecting

conservative-looking forms, regardless of whether they were actually in the lan-

guage. Increased word familiarity increased the likelihood of the historical form

being selected, as can be seen in the bottom left panel of Figure 2. The top right

panel of Figure 2 illustrates that contrary to the prefix suvey, older speakers picked

historical forms less often than younger speakers did. Finally, in a striking result,

the bottom right panel of Figure 2 shows that as the number of alternating vowels

increases, participants grow less likely to select historical forms.

5.1.1 Model Construction Parameters

Statistical analysis confirms these impressions. Generalized linear mixed effects

models predicting the choice between innovative and conservative forms with a

random intercept for speaker were fitted using the glmer() function from the lme4

package in R. As in the prefix survey, model predictors could include zero or

more of speaker age, speaker proficiency or word familiarity. The rate at which

each participant selected unattested conservative foil forms was also included as

a potential predictor.

Except when specified otherwise, models also included a factor to measure the

effect of multiple vowel-zero alternations. A reviewer helpfully points out that

the number of alternations may be best coded as a binary factor for one-vs-many

alternations, since forms with 2-4 alternating vowels are selected at about the same

rate. Models fitted under this binned coding scheme fit slightly better, and thus

will be used below, though no claims are made regarding whether Nishnaabemwin

speakers have a binary one-vs-many dispreference or a gradient one.

14Comparison of Figure 2 and Figure 1 shows that the only speaker who selected historical

forms more than 75% of the time in the prefix survey did not do so in this survey. Thus, no

speaker in the study approached a categorical preference for historical forms.
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Figure 2: Plots of leveling survey results. Dashed lines mark 50% (chance) histor-

ical selection rate. Top left panel: speaker-by-speaker plot of percentage of his-

torical forms selected, by proficiency score. Top right panel: speaker-by-speaker

plot of percentage of historical forms selected by age. In both top panels, a lighter

color indicates that the speaker accepted foil forms at a higher rate. Bottom left

panel: percentage of times historical form was selected by word familiarity score,

for words that were sampled 4 or more times. Bottom right panel: percentage of

historical forms selected, by number of alternating vowels.
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Finally, 1930’s Nishnaabemwin forms often contain local morphological am-

biguities, which could prompt participants to avoid a historical form and select the

unambiguous innovative form instead. The first such ambiguity lies in prefixed

forms that historically began with n-g2, which is locally ambiguous with a parse

of ‘1-FUT’ n-g2-. The second such factor is whether the 1930’s Nishnaabemwin

form began with n-d2, n-dI or n-dU, the first two of which were locally ambiguous

with an extended allomorph parse (nd2- or ndI-).15 Both of these ambiguities were

coded with binary categorical variables for whether the conservative form began

with the relevant sequence.

5.1.2 Hypothesis Testing and Model Selection

Like the prefix survey, this survey probes the extent of restructuring in modern

Nishnaabemwin. This survey asked participants to choose between a conservative

form and an innovative ndo:- form. As a result, the extent of restructuring is

reflected in how often participants selected innovative forms over conservative

forms. As is already clear from Figure 2, participants overwhelmingly selected

innovative forms.

While the clear avoidance of conservative forms is already established, the re-

sults can shed light on what influences the probability that an innovative form will

be chosen. Most pressing is Valentine’s (2001; 1994) hypothesis that highly profi-

cient speakers prefer conservative patterns. The null hypothesis in this case cannot

be rejected (p = 0.8943, ∆AIC=-1.98). Proficiency is not a reliable predictor of

whether a speaker prefers innovative forms over conservative forms.

Additionally, models containing different combinations of the factors listed

above were compared on AIC and p-values. The best model of the data in-

cludes age, but excludes speaker proficiency and word familiarity.16 The best

model significantly improves fit relative to an intercept-only model (p < 0.001,

∆AIC=29.3). Model fit was not significantly improved in models that also in-

cluded word familiarity (p = 0.6935 ∆AIC = -1.9), speaker proficiency (p =

0.3265, ∆AIC = -1), or all three predictors (p = 0.578, ∆AIC = -2.9). The

best model has substantially better fit than models that do not contain a subset

or superset of its predictors. This includes models with only speaker proficiency

(∆AIC=9.3) or word familiarity (∆AIC=9.5).

15No ready explanation presents itself for why the coefficients of these local ambiguities have

different polarities in (19).
16A convergence warning was issued when fitting this model, but the bobyqa optimizer success-

fully fit the model with no substantial differences from the original model.
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5.1.3 Model Criticism

The table in (19) shows the fixed effects of the maximal model, where negative

coefficients indicate that a predictor improves the odds of the innovative form

(ndo:-mkIzIn) and positive coefficients improve the odds of the historical form

(n-m2kzIn). Predictors that are not present in the best model are italicized.

(19) Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(> |z|)
(Intercept) -0.946649 0.261456 -3.621 0.000294 ***

age(z-scored) -0.511188 0.145574 -3.512 0.000446 ***

familiarity(z-scored) 0.035012 0.095443 0.367 0.713741

proficiency(z-scored) 0.175473 0.179200 0.979 0.327478

AltVowels> 1 -0.808641 0.198504 -4.074 4.63e-05 ***

n-g2 -0.747303 0.489440 -1.527 0.126798

n-dV 0.881623 0.311641 2.829 0.004670 **

%foil accepted 0.019439 0.008228 2.363 0.018145 *

The key confirmation is that historical forms are strongly dispreferred, as can

be seen in Figure 2, where rates of choosing the historical form strongly tend

below 50%. That is, in addition to the baseline tendency to accept innovative

forms represented in the intercept, there is also a large effect favoring the selection

of innovative forms when there would be multiple vowel-zero alternations in the

conservative form. Historical forms stand the best chance of being selected if the

speaker is younger than average, or if the historical form is locally ambiguous

with an innovative prefix. Notably, the effect of age is smaller than the effect of

multiple alternating vowels being present. That is, in order for a historical form

to be favored when multiple vowels alternate, the speaker must be more than one

standard deviation younger than the survey average. The dispreference against

historical forms underlines the major result of the prefix allomorph survey: the

cohort has substantively abandoned 1930’s Nishnaabemwin forms.

5.1.4 Local Discussion

These results are inconsistent with Valentine’s (2001) claim that highly proficient

speakers continue to prefer 1930’s Nishnaabemwin forms. Speaker proficiency

has a non-significant effect in (19), and speaker age, which might be expected to

be correlated with greater facility with 1930’s Nishnaabemwin, is associated with

an increased dispreference against 1930’s Nishnaabemwin forms.

The negative correlation of age with preference for 1930’s Nishnaabemwin

forms is somewhat surprising, especially since age had an insubstantial effect in
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the prefix survey. It is possible that social desirability is responsible for this ef-

fect. 1930’s Nishnaabemwin forms are prestigious in a society that values age

and traditional knowledge. Under this explanation, the younger speakers selected

1930’s Nishnaabemwin forms for their prestige, while older speakers do not need

to lay claim to prestige forms.17 Tentative support for this explanation comes

from the fact that the two younger speakers who selected conservative forms most

frequently also selected foils like *n-mUkzIn (in place of attested n-m2kzIn ‘my

shoe’) three out of five times, the highest rate observed in the study (see the upper

right panel of Figure 2). These participants may have been determined enough to

select conservative forms that they even selected false conservative forms. Strik-

ingly, these speakers drive the correlation with age, as omitting speakers who se-

lected foil forms 60% of the time causes speaker age to no longer be be a reliable

predictor.

In sum, the answer to the second research question posed in section 2.5 is that

speakers strongly prefer innovative forms over conservative forms with alterna-

tions. The prefix survey and the leveling survey together show that the restructur-

ing cohort has uniformly adopted the innovative system; no sub-group maintains

the conservative pattern. The next survey assesses whether the innovations are the

result of attrition or otherwise imperfect knowledge of the 1930’s pattern.

6 Survey 3: Alternation Accuracy

The previous two surveys have shown that non-etymological prefixation and paradigm

leveling are the predominant patterns for the restructuring cohort. The third sur-

vey sought to address the third research question in section 2.5 by testing whether

speakers can distinguish 1930’s Nishnaabemwin prefixed forms from foils. The

concern is that a lack of primary linguistic data may have impeded these speak-

ers from acquiring a 1930’s Nishnaabemwin-style deletion process. If speakers

abandoned 1930’s Nishnaabemwin prefixation and alternations because of insuffi-

cient data, they would be expected to distinguish poorly between actually attested

1930’s Nishnaabemwin prefixed forms and unattested foils.

The procedure was nearly identical to the one used in the leveling survey.

Speakers were asked to choose the best out of two potential 1930’s Nishnaabe-

mwin prefixed forms. In this survey, the choice was between a historical prefixed

17The reader may wonder why a similar age effect was not observed in the prefix survey. Note

that in the prefix survey there was not a clear differentiation between the actual historical form and

its competitors, while in this survey it was a binary choice between dramatically different forms.
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form and a foil form. That is, the choice for the prefixed form of mkIzIn ‘shoe’

was between n-m2kzIn ‘my shoe’ and a prefixed form where random, distinct

short vowels replaced all vowels that only ocurred in the 1930’s Nishnaabemwin

prefixed form, like *n-mUkzIn ‘my shoe’.

Participants were not given any prior information about the forms they would

be evaluating, but were told that there would be two alternatives of which one

had to be chosen. Words were randomly drawn from the same lists used in the

leveling survey, though no participant was shown the same word in both surveys.

The survey ran until speakers recognized and evaluated 30 words. A total of

597 forced-choice judgements were collected, as one speaker did not complete all

trials.

6.1 Alternation Accuracy Survey Results

All speakers preferred attested 1930’s Nishnaabemwin forms over foils. This can

be seen in the top panels of Figure 3, which plot the rate at which individual speak-

ers chose attested 1930’s Nishnaabemwin forms by proficiency and age. Further-

more, word familiarity, but not the number of alternating vowels, is positively cor-

related with the rate at which 1930’s Nishnaabemwin forms were selected (Figure

3 bottom panels).

6.1.1 Model Construction Parameters

As in the previous surveys, generalized linear mixed effects models predicting

whether the conservative form or a foil was selected were fitted to the data. All

models included random intercepts for speaker. As before, models included zero

or more of word familiarity, speaker age, or speaker proficiency. Except where

explicitly noted, all non-empty models also included the number of alternating

vowels (binned between 1 or more) and whether a form had a local ambiguity

with the parse n-g2- ‘1-FUT-’.18

6.1.2 Hypothesis Testing and Model Selection

This survey probes whether speakers can reliably differentiate between true 1930’s

prefixed forms and foils. The test hypothesis is that speakers prefer true 1930’s

18In the leveling survey, the conservative form of [d]-initial stems could be locally ambiguous

between n-dV and ndV-. Because this survey deals exclusively with potential conservative forms,

both options on [d]-initial stems have the same ambiguity, and no factor tracking this was included.
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Figure 3: Graphs of alternation accuracy survey results. Dashed lines mark 50%

(chance) historical selection rate. Top left panel: speaker-by-speaker plot of

percentage of historical forms selected, by proficiency score. Top right panel:

speaker-by-speaker plot of percentage of historical forms selected, by age. Bot-

tom left panel: percentage of times the historical form was selected by word fa-

miliarity score, for words that were sampled four or more times. Bottom right

panel: percentage of historical forms selected, by number of alternating vowels.
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prefixed forms to foils, while the null hypothesis (dubbed the ‘attrition hypothesis’

here) is that participants do not do so. If the attrition hypothesis is true, a likely

cause is that speakers of the innovative modern language do not know the true

1930’s prefixed forms, so speakers should choose foils and real 1930’s prefixed

forms at approximately the same rate. The attrition hypothesis is not supported,

since speakers select true 1930’s prefixed forms much more frequently than foils.

Outright ignorance cannot be the explanation for the rise of restructuring across

the entire cohort.

However, we still might expect to find echoes of attrition in this data. Specifi-

cally, speaker proficiency could predict whether conservative forms were selected

over foils. In this case we would expect low estimated vocabulary size to im-

pede selection of conservative forms. This is not the case, as a model including

only speaker proficiency does not significantly improve fit over an empty model

(p = 0.1198, ∆AIC=0.42).19

AIC scores indicate that several models fit the data roughly equally well. The

model with the lowest AIC score included word familiarity and speaker pro-

ficiency (AIC=672.46), but similar AIC scores were obtained by models con-

taining just word familiarity (AIC=673.14), word familiarity and speaker age

(AIC=673.45) and all three of these predictors (AIC=672.62). The least complex

of these models (the one that only includes word familiarity) should be preferred,

as none of the more complex models fit the data significantly better (familiarity

and proficiency: p = 0.1014, familiarity and age: p = 0.1938, familiarity, profi-

ciency and age: p = 0.1042).

6.1.3 Model Criticism

The table in (20) shows the fixed effects for the maximal model (containing pro-

ficiency, familiarity and age as predictors). Positive coefficients correspond to an

increase in the likelihood that the attested form is chosen. Predictors that do not

appear in the best model are italicized.

19The absence of a proficiency effect could be ascribed to participants only stating they knew a

word if they were confident in its 1930’s prefixed form, thereby improving accuracy on this task.

In such a situation, speakers would be expected to say they knew words less often in this survey,

which directly tested command of 1930’s forms, than in the other surveys. This was tested with a

linear model predicting the rate each speaker claimed to know words in the alternation survey by

the same rate in the prefix and leveling surveys. This model has an intercept at 0.07 and a slope of

0.91 (r2 = 0.61). In other words, speakers stated they knew words at almost exactly the same rate

across surveys.
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(20) Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(> |z|)
(Intercept) 0.759674 0.140853 5.393 6.91e-08 ***

proficiency(z-scored) 0.171463 0.101866 1.683 0.092333 .

age(z-scored) 0.129810 0.096367 1.347 0.177971

familiarity(z-scored) 0.296874 0.106567 2.786 0.005340 **

#AltVowels > 1 0.664969 0.193227 3.441 0.000579 ***

n-g2 -0.007046 0.313011 -0.023 0.982040

The model estimates that historical forms are selected at a much higher rate

than foils, as reflected in the intercept value. This is significantly augmented by

the effect of word familiarity, and whether there were multiple alternating vowels.

6.1.4 Local Discussion

The earlier surveys establish that when choosing between historical forms and

innovative forms, participants prefer innovative forms. This study shows that par-

ticipants can reliably distinguish between historical prefixed forms and unattested

foils. This suggests that speakers have fairly accurate knowledge of 1930’s Nish-

naabemwin alternations, despite having abandoned the historical system.

Note that we cannot disprove that the historical pattern was abandoned due

to insufficient exposure. After all, we do not even know how much exposure to

rhythmic syncope is enough to acquire it. But we can reject the proposition that

the target cohort had dramatically impoverished experience with the old system.

In fact, participants’ accuracy in this task is remarkable when we consider that

the task is somewhat unnatural and they are evaluating forms that must have been

largely unused for several decades.

7 Analysis of Modern Nishnaabemwin

To summarize the major empirical results, the goals from section 2.5 are repeated

below with the corresponding results.

• Establish the rate of application for innovative prefix allomorphs and estab-

lish whether innovative prefixation occurs on historically non-alternating

stems for any speakers.

– Innovative prefix allomorphs are widely accepted on non-alternating

stems.
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• Assess the degree to which speakers prefer innovative prefixation plus lev-

eling over conservative prefixation plus alternation.

– Innovative prefixation is very strongly preferred to conservative pre-

fixation with alternation.

• Assess speakers’ familiarity with 1930’s Nishnaabemwin forms.

– Participants reliably distinguish 1930’s Nishnaabemwin forms from

foils, indicating that speakers are familiar with 1930’s Nishnaabemwin

forms.

• Probe whether proficiency, age or word familiarity influence the use of in-

novative prefixation or conservative prefixation.

– Highly familiar words favored conservative forms in the first and third

surveys.

– Highly proficient speakers favored conservative forms in the rating

task of the prefix (first) survey but not in the other surveys.

– Older speakers potentially disfavored conservative forms in the level-

ing (second) survey.

– In the first two surveys, which pitted innovative forms against con-

servative forms, the effects favoring conservative forms were substan-

tially smaller than the effects favoring innovative forms.

With the change in the language established, we can now ask whether the

grammar changed as well. This section contrasts a recapitulationist analysis,

which posits synchronic rhythmic syncope in modern Nishnaabemwin (Valentine

1994; 2001) with a restructuring analysis. Section 7.3 argues in favor of the re-

structuring analysis by highlighting theoretical and empirical difficulties for the

recapitulationist analysis.

7.1 Restructuring Analysis

A restructuring analysis is quite simple. Underlying forms, to a very good first

approximation (Bowers 2015:ch 5), correspond to 1930’s Nishnaabemwin isola-

tion forms, and person prefixes nd2-, ndI-, ndo:-, and even n-, or nd- are proba-

bilistically deployed according to a speaker’s preference for particular allomorphs

(Bowers 2012). There is no need for the grammar to build and destroy iambic feet
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under this analysis, because all of the missing etymological vowels are already ab-

sent from underlying representations. Hence, modern Odawa leveled paradigms

are generated via the identity map, so that /mkIzIn/ → [mkIzIn] ‘shoe’, and /ndo:-

mkIzIn/ → [ndo:mkIzIn] ‘my shoe’. Prefixed forms like *nmkIzIn, or *ndmkIzIn

‘my shoe’ are ruled out by presumably high-ranked phonotactic constraints, as the

word-initial clusters in such forms were unattested in 1930’s Nishnaabemwin.

Central to the analysis of modern Nishnaabemwin is the continued acceptance

of 1930’s prefixed forms. Under a restructuring analysis, 1930’s Nishnaabemwin

alternations are irregular. That is, the 1930’s form for ‘my shoe’ is stored whole

as [n-m2kzIn] and produced without alteration. Deriving 1930’s Nishnaabemwin

alternations via a general, regular rule is impossible if etymological vowels have

been lost from URs. For instance, from a restructured UR like /mkIzIn/ ‘shoe’,

vowels that appeared only in 1930’s Nishnaabemwin prefixed forms, like the [2]

in [nm2kzIn] ‘my shoe’, would need to be epenthesized. With three short vowels

[2, I, U] to potentially epenthesize, such a procedure is not generally applicable.

There is some independent evidence for 1930’s forms being listed irregulars,

as many speakers in the study reported that regular innovative forms had compo-

sitional meanings, while 1930’s prefixed forms had idiosyncratic meanings. For

instance, one participant reported that the innovative form ndo:-go:
>
dZIn means ‘I

hang’ (cf. go:
>
dZIn ‘he hangs’), while the conservative form nd2-go:

>
dZIn means ’I

fall’. This is reminiscent of the state of affairs in Tongan with respect to regular-

ized and etymological suffix allomorphs (Kie Zuraw, p.c.), see also Hale (1973;

1991:100) on Maori.

A restructuring analysis, because it merely carries out the identity map and

selects prefix allomorphs, is compatible with any modern theory of grammar.

Only the variability in prefix allomorph choice requires any departure from de-

fault grammatical mechanisms. A full analysis could be couched in any popu-

lar theory like Partial-Order OT (Anttila 1997), Stochastic OT (Boersma 1997,

Boersma and Hayes 2001), Noisy Harmonic Grammar (Boersma and Pater 2008),

or the Maximum Entropy method in Harmonic Grammar (Goldwater and Johnson

2003).

7.2 Recapitulationist Analysis

A recapitulationist analysis of modern Nishnaabemwin posits that underlying forms

have not restructured, and that vowels continue to delete in an alternating pattern
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(Valentine 2001:65-66, 79-80, see also Valentine 1994:147-8 on Potawatomi).20

For convenience, the recapitulationist grammar is assumed to enforce a serial in-

teraction between stress and syncope (McCarthy 2008), though a subregular trans-

ducer obeying certain properties can also compute the mapping (Bowers and Hao

2018).21

In order to generate rhythmic syncope alternations, n- must shift foot bound-

aries leftward by incorporating into a foot with stem material. Meanwhile, in

order to condition non-alternation, innovative prefixes must be followed by a foot

boundary; this is inevitable for the prefix ndo:-, but nd2- and ndI- must be bi-

syllabic. This can be ensured by assuming that person prefixes contain syllabic

consonants (see Valentine 2001:74), yielding URs like /n
"
-/ or /n

"
d2-/.22 Under the

recapitulationist theory, the absence of overt alternations between mkIzIn ‘shoe’

and n
"
do:-mkIzIn ‘my shoe’ is the result of new person prefixes being followed

by a foot boundary. Thus, whether a stem is preceded by a new person prefix or

appears in isolation, its vowels will always be parsed into the same foot position,

as in (m ḱI)(źIn) ‘shoe’ and (n
"
do:-)(m ḱI)(źIn) ‘my shoe’. This is illustrated in

the derivation in (21).

(21) ‘shoe’ ‘my shoe’ New (recapitulationist)

/m2kIzIn/ /n
"
do:-m2kIzIn/ UR

(m2ḱI)(źIn) (n
"
dó:)(m2ḱI)(źIn) Stress

(mḱI)(źIn) (n
"
dó:)(mḱI)(źIn) Syncope

[mkIzIn] [n
"
do:mkIzIn] SR

20In a separate publication, Valentine (in Medler 1998:8) raises the possibility that “many con-

temporary speakers have arguably gone so far as to lose some of these short [syncopated] vowels

in their underlying representations”. Which syncopated vowels are missing from the URs of which

speakers is not addressed in the recapitulationist analysis found in Valentine (2001), though Valen-

tine (1994:150) suggests that only heavily attrited speakers have lost etymological vowels.
21In a serial implementation, it may be difficult to capture some effects from the surveys, like the

dispreference against multiple vowel-zero alternations. Avoiding multiple vowel-zero alternations

seems to require comparing the outputs of derivations, so that ndo:-bna:kwE: is more likely than

n-b2na:kwE: ‘I harvest (from stalks)’ (1 alternating vowel), but ndo:-bd2kSk2Pg2n is even more

likely than n-b2dk2SkPIg2n ‘my pitchfork’ (5 alternating vowels). As is well known, such look-

ahead is standardly avoided in serialist models of phonology.
22This is a slight departure from Valentine (2001), who assumes URs with a perpetually deleted

vowel, as in /nId2-/. This assumption allows innovative third person prefixes to be generated.

The third person prefix was historically /U-/, and consequently the innovative third person prefix

allomorphs are d2-, dI- and do:-, which appear in noun possession. In order to generate d2-mkIzIn

‘his shoe’, the recapitulationist analysis must assume two vowels in the prefix, as in /Ud2-m2kIzIn/

→ (Ud2́-)(m2ḱI)(źIn) → [( d2́-)(m ḱI)(źIn)]. Omitting the extra vowel from the UR produces an

ungrammatical form, as in /d2-m2kIzIn/ → (d2-m2́)(kIźIn) → *[(d -m2́)(k zIn)].
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Because of the neat correspondence between foot boundaries and innovative

prefix boundaries, under the recapitulationist account, the lexicon and grammar

of Nishnaabemwin remain substantially the same as 1930’s Nishnaabemwin. The

only major differences between 1930’s Nishnaabemwin and modern Nishnaabe-

mwin are that phonetic reduction is now phonological deletion, and that innovative

prefix allomorphs have been created.

Note that the development of innovative prefix allomorphs must be stipulated

in a recapitulationist account. Under a rhythmic syncope grammar, the presence

of the stem-initial vowel in (n
"
d-2́)(gó:)(

>
dŹIn) ‘I hang’ or its absence in ( gó:)(

>
dŹIn)

‘he hangs’ has a perfectly sound phonological explanation, where the stem vowel

remains part of the stem, yielding /2go:
>
dZIn/, and it deletes following the gen-

eral rhythmic syncope pattern. No innovation would therefore be expected in the

language, and 1930’s Nishnaabemwin would have been veridically phonologized.

An important apparent benefit of a recapitulationist analysis is that it need not

resort to listing 1930’s Nishnaabemwin prefixed forms, since it generates them

directly from the UR when an appropriate prefix is used. For instance, forms like

n
"
-m2kzIn ‘my shoe’ are analyzed as the result of /n

"
-m2kIzIn/ → (n

"
m2́)(kIźIn) →

[n
"
m2kzIn]. However, section 7.3 shows that continued syncopation is a liability

for the recapitulationist analysis.

7.3 Distinguishing Restructuring from Recapitulation

Wider descriptive facts weigh against the recapitulationist analysis of modern

Nishnaabemwin. As seen in example (21), the recapitulationist analysis generates

modern leveled paradigms by attaching an innovative prefix to a historically alter-

nating word, as in /n
"
d2-m2kIzIn/ → (n

"
d2́)-(m2ḱI)(źIn) → [(n

"
d2́)-(m ḱI)(źIn)], but

it can also attach a conservative prefix to produce a conservative prefixed form, as

in /n
"
-m2kIzIn/ → (n

"
-m2́)(kIźIn) → [(n

"
-m2́)(k źIn)] ‘my shoe’. However, this re-

sult only holds for consonant-initial alternating words. The recapitulationist anal-

ysis predicts that alternating words that began with a short vowel (VCV words)

will overapply deletion. To see this, first consider the 1930’s derivation of /2nUki:/

‘work’ in (22).
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(22) ’He works’ ‘I work’ 1930’s

/2nUki:/ /nI-2nUki:/ UR

— nId2nUki: Hiatus Resolution

(2nÚ)(ḱi:) (nId2́)(nUḱi:) Stress

(@nÚ)(ḱi:) (n@d2́)(n@ḱi:) Reduction

[@nÚḱi:] [n@d2́n@ḱi:] SR

Recall from section 2.2.1 that stem-initial short vowels were parsed into the

prefix, thereby creating the innovative prefix allomorphs. Concretely, learners

exposed to 1930’s Nishnaabemwin analyzed [nd2nki:] as [(n
"
d2́)-(n ḱi:)] ‘I work’.

As a result, the underlying representation for ‘work’ is /nUki:/, [U] being supplied

from the unaffixed form [nUki:] ‘he works’. The recapitulationist analysis thus

predicts that modern speakers should produce the paradigm in (23):

(23) ’He works’ ‘I work’ (innov. prefix) ‘I work’ (cons. prefix) New (recapitulationist)

/nUki:/ /n
"
d2-nUki:/ /n

"
-nUki:/ UR

(nUḱi:) (n
"
d2́)(nUḱi:) (n

"
nÚ)(ḱi:) Stress

(n ḱi:) (n
"
d2́)(n ḱi:) (n

"
nÚ)(ḱi:) Syncope

*[nḱi:] [n
"
d2́nḱi:] [n

"
nÚḱi:] SR

According to Rhodes (1985a; 1985b:467), modern speakers produce nUki: ‘he

works’, nd2-nUki: ‘I work’ (with nd2- standing in for any innovative prefix), and

less frequently, the conservative form nd2nki: ‘I work’ alongside another innova-

tive form n-nUki:. The recapitulationist analysis must include the original stem-

initial vowel in the UR to prevent the vowel [U] from obligatorily deleting in

isolation forms and after innovative prefixes. That is, with all original vowels in-

cluded, the recapitulationist analysis produces /2nUki:/ → [( nÚ)(ḱi:)] ‘he works’,

and /nd2-2nUki:/ → [(n
"
d2́)-( nÚ)(ḱi:)] ‘I work’.23

Adopting this analysis requires an internally inconsistent view of the rise of the

innovative prefix allomorphs (see Valentine 1994:148 for early acknowledgement

of the inconsistency). An underlying representation like /2nUki:/ can only exist

if the morphological boundary between prefix and stem is not reanalyzed from

n[d]-2nki: to nd2-nki:. However, the most salient aspect of the modern language

is that the innovative prefix allomorphs have cascaded across the lexicon, making

23The preservation of the stem-initial [U] in modern n
"
d2-nUki: ‘I work’ or nUki: ‘he works’ can-

not be due to stem-initial faithfulness in a recapitulationist analysis, as vowels in other stem-initial

syllables, like /m2kIzIn/ are then falsely predicted to surface as in *(m2ḱI)(źIn) ‘shoe’ or *(n
"
d2́)-

(m2ḱI)(źIn). See Bowers (2012) for discussion of the potential role of stem-initial faithfulness in

a restructuring analysis.
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it all but certain that the reanalysis occurred. The recapitulationist analysis must

therefore propose that a rhythmic syncope grammar and the correct morphologi-

cal affiliations were found by learners, but that learners nonetheless changed the

language away from the veridical rhythmic syncope system.

In contrast, the restructuring analysis states that the UR is /nUki:/, and the mod-

ern paradigm is generated seamlessly by the identity map, as in /nUki:/ → [nUki:]

‘he works’, /nd2-nUki:/ → [nd2-nUki:], or /n-nUki:/ → [n-nUki:]. Continued use of

the historical form nd2nki: is carried out by lexical listing.

In sum, a restructuring analysis either misgenerates or results in contradiction

when innovative prefixes on VCV words are considered. A restructuring account

does not suffer from this problem.

8 Conclusion

The surveys have confirmed that Nishnaabemwin was thoroughly restructured by

the generation born during and after the 1930’s, in line with contemporary reports

(Piggott 1980 [1974], Rhodes 1975; 1985a; 1985b). In both the prefix allomorph

survey and the leveling survey, participants preferred innovative forms over 1930’s

Nishnaabemwin forms. The results from the alternation accuracy survey show that

participants did not avoid 1930’s Nishnaabemwin forms out of a lack of familiar-

ity, as they reliably distinguished them from foils. Modern Nishnaabemwin thus

arose from 1930’s Nishnaabemwin despite what could only have been substantial

exposure to the 1930’s system.

The mere observation that a change occurred is not sufficient; we also seek

a description of the grammar of modern Nishnaabemwin. The critical question

is whether the phonological grammar recapitulates 1930’s Nishnaabemwin with

a phonological rhythmic syncope process, or whether the phonology has been

restructured so that the grammar no longer actively enforces rhythmic syncope.

Although a restructuring analysis appeals to large-scale memorization of 1930’s

forms, it does not invite a contradictory view of the observed restructuring while

still avoiding misgenerating modern forms.

The shift away from 1930’s Nishnaabemwin is clearly relevant to phonological

theory. The prefix survey highlights the breakdown of a tidy allophonic system,

while the leveling survey illustrates a sharp dispreference against 1930’s alter-

nations. Such a response to a phonological system strongly suggests that learners

had great difficulty with it and ultimately did not acquire it. It is interesting to note

that there are other aspects of Nishnaabemwin morphophonology, not discussed
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here, that by all accounts were faithfully transmitted to current speakers. First,

1930’s Nishnaabemwin had an apocope process that deletes at least word-final

short vowels, which has not changed (see Piggott 1980 [1974], 1983:84, Valentine

2001:215). Second, 1930’s Nishnaabemwin had an intricate inflectional class sys-

tem in noun suffixation, and this has not changed either (see Jones 1971, Valentine

2001:174). Learners instead specifically rejected rhythmic syncope, which sug-

gests that it may not be safe to assume that rhythmic syncope is easily acquired by

learners. In the event that this difficulty is general, an explanation is needed. Such

an explanation could lie in the difficulty of inferring the correct representations for

rhythmic syncope derivations, or in inducing the serial interaction between stress

and syncope, or most strongly, the explanation could lie in the actual absence of

the appropriate architecture for rhythmic syncope.
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